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Cognitive processes in eye guidance edited by G Underwood; Oxford University Press, 2005,
400 pages, »80.00 cloth, »35.00 paper (US $175.00 cloth) ISBN 0 19 856680 8, 0 19 856680 9
This book is based on a conference held in 2004 in Niagara Falls and, as stated on the cover,
aims to ``provide ground breaking research that will help us understand how it is that we know
where to move our eyes''. Despite some initial worries about conference proceedings, being very
interested in eye movements but being ignorant of much work done in the cognitive tradition,
I seemed a natural audience for such a book and looked forward to reading it.
As stated before, my initial concern was that this was essentially a conference proceedings,
and as such there are a number of ways that such books, whilst being of interest to the people
who actually attended the meeting, are not optimal for a wider audience (famously, Hubel and
Wiesel avoided attending conferences so as to avoid having to write conference proceeding papers).
Despite this, there are a number of ways such volumes can be very effective, even in these days
of laser printers and electronically available journal articles.
One successful role for a proceedings is to allow authors to review the area they work in,
allowing a more biased and idiosyncratic perspective than the usual review paper. A proceedings
that contains a collection of these, that covers most aspects of an area, is a very useful resource
to the person new to an area, or as a reference to the established worker. There were a number
of very successful chapters of this type, and the chapter by Henderson and Castelhano on memory and eye movements was particularly good and, for me, the stand-out chapter of the volume.
This covered a very large amount of material, in a pleasantly opinionated manner, and described
in overview a large number of very interesting studies. Given the breadth, it is not always possible to
give all the relevant details of an experiment, but as a map for approaching an area such overview
chapters are a very efficient way of getting a feel for a new field. Again, the review of eye movements and visual search (Findlay and Gilchrist) covered material from a wide range of interesting
areas, much of which I had never come across before.
Another role for conference proceedings is to present experiments that, whilst maybe not telling
us about the big picture, are elegant, well designed, and possibly even fun. Most researchers
have a number of experimental results that `should be out there', and the conference proceedings
provides a good way of reporting such experiments. Of this kind, the chapter on eye movements
and chess by Reingold and Charness is particularly elegant, and provides a very nice jumping-off
point to the literature on the psychology of chess-playing in general.
Yet again, a useful role for a conference proceedings paper is to introduce a new (to the
area) method or technique. This is particularly successful in proceedings arising from newly
developing areas, or conferences based on the interaction of two existing areas where the tools of
one area are unfamiliar to the others. In a journal article, the strong emphasis on brevity means
that the descriptions of technical aspects are often only understandable by researchers who
already know the area (an example being much of the recent work on Bayesian inference). The
conference proceeding allows a more gentle introduction to techniques, so, for instance, although
hazard functions are routinely used in some areas of biology, their application to reaction-time
distributions is potentially revealing. This is illustrated nicely in the chapter by Yang and McConkie
on eye movements and reading, and though some of the (sometimes problematic) statistical
aspects of hazard functions were avoided, this chapter provided new ways of looking at old
problems that were interesting, illuminating, and informative.
Given these positive aspects, what then are the potential problems of a proceedings? This
volume unfortunately illustrates one particular problem rather well. Though by title this is a book
on cognitive processes in eye guidance, 189 pages of the 375 odd pages deal with one very specific
area: eye movements and reading. In fact, most of these do not deal with reading in general,
but with the very specific phenomenon of regressivesöeye movements that go to a previously
viewed word. If this area were stable, and there were a large corpus of accepted phenomena and
explanations, then a number of review chapters on this area could have been a useful contribution.
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This does not seem the case. Yang and McConkie in their chapter convincingly argue that the
previous assumption that (i) eye behaviour is directly controlled by cognitive processes, and
(ii) therefore this can be used to inform us about these processes in general, and the process of
reading in particular, is not consistent with many observed phenomena. In particular, they argue
that fixation times and gaze durations cannot be used as measures of processing times of individual words. This has resulted in a confused situation where very different theoretical positions
are argued for, based on very similar data. It also means that much of what is discussed in the
language section are not large, robust, and unambiguous findings that will be relevant in years
to come, but often very specific characteristics (such as various summary statistics of regressives)
together with specific theoretical interpretations that are in a state of flux.
This leads to articles on very specific (and technical) aspects of eye movements and reading:
an article on identifying compound words in Finnish will be of great interest to those interested
in, say, compound-word perception, and may be very relevant to particular debates of today,
but to the general reader, especially when many of the conclusions are incompatible with those
from other chapters, it is of less clear utility to be presented in a book as opposed to a journal
article (where only those interested in such things need download it).
The general feeling from all the articles on eye movements and reading is of an area in a
state of flux. Unresolved issues, incompatible theoretical positions, and data that are not always
interpreted in the same way, mean that the general reader is not in a position to decide between
different positions. It is not that the work on eye movements and reading is bad (it is not), simply
the feeling that conclusions made now are liable to be reinterpreted in the (hopefully very) near
future. It also means that many of the issues are rather technical and relevant only to models
and frameworks of today. In a shorter book on the implications of regressives to understanding
reading, these chapters would have been appropriate. For most people interested in eye-movement
research, this feels like a debate that should be resolved before being turned into review chapters.
The advantage provided by a collectionöthat it will be there on your shelf in years to comeöis lost
if even the meaning of the basic phenomena changes in a few years time.
Two other general comments are due. Even though this is a book on cognitive processes,
this does not mean that physiological findings are of no relevance. Out of fifteen chapters, only
two even mention any of the underlying physiology (specifically the superior colliculus). Even
though monkeys do not read, this is a shame since our understanding of the neuronal processes
underlying eye movements has, and is, making very impressive progress. It would have been nice if
somewhere the rather elegant results coming out on the role of various frontal and subcortical
processes were related to what is known about cognitive performance, if only to provide an entry
point for the interested reader.
Again, eye movements are very random (according to Carpenter, more random than we would
expect from simple neuronal noise). For processes as random as eye movements (particularly
their latency), giving some feeling for how big effect sizes are relative to their variability is not
simply a luxury but a necessity. It is somehow ironic that, owing to a printing error, the only
chapter that provides this information (via error bars), the excellent chapter on chess and eye
movements, has lost some of the actual data bars and these can only be inferred from the error
bars. On a more serious note, many of the summary statistics used to argue for one position or
another can have very nasty sampling distributions: take for instance the hazard function where
the early part of the curve is based on thousands more data points than the theoretically interesting
tail, or the latency distributions (shown in the de Graef chapter on semantic effects on scene
perception). Big claims are made about the shape of the latency distributions, when, at first sight,
the distributions appear identical save inevitable sampling noise. In short, interpreting the
empirical results in many chapters was made much more difficult because it was difficult to see
how much of the variance was actually accounted for by a given effect, let alone whether a
difference was big (or significant) relative to the variability. Related areas have settled on error
bars derived by resampling techniques, and I think many results could have been more easily
interpreted with such a simple device.
In conclusion, who would this book be useful for? Without a doubt, for the student starting
a project on eye movements and reading, this provides in one place a source, by many of the
leading names, on many of the currently important issues. The fact that many may well be out
of date in the near future is here less of a concern. For the more general reader, interested in
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eye movements in general, the case is less clear. The review chapters on eye movements and
memory, search, and the article on new directions in eye movements in reading, are all well
written and will be of general interest. The chapter on eye movements in chess contains some
neat experimental vignettes. The description of the various models of eye movements and reading
may also be of interest to a point. Unfortunately this may not be enough, and many of these
issues may be better followed up by using Google scholar and downloading the most recent
articles: in a changing field the up-to-date nature of the download journal article can outweigh
the convenience of the single volume on the bookshelf. There still seems room for a book that
simply aims to review what we know about the cognitive processes in eye movements to the reader
new to the area.
Roland Baddeley
Department of Experimental Psychology, University of Bristol, 12A Priory Road, Bristol BS8 1TU,
UK; e-mail: Roland.Baddeley@bristol.ac.uk
Handbook of face recognition edited by S Z Li, A K Jain; Springer, New York, 2005, 395 pages,
$64.95 (»46.00, 64.15) ISBN 0 387 40595 X
The Handbook of Face Recognition is a collection of chapters designed as an introduction to
the state-of-the-art in automatic face recognition. Recognition of identity is the primary focus,
but face detection and expression categorisation are also covered in some detail. While this
book is largely written by and aimed at engineers, the study of face recognition has always been
a multidisciplinary exercise and this volume provides a valuable summary of one discipline's
contribution.
The problem of face recognition is the same whatever your field. Here it is defined as a
``visual pattern recognition problem'' where ``a three-dimensional object subject to varying illumination, pose, expression and so on is to be identified based on its two-dimensional image''
(page 2). The overall problem is divided into separate stagesödetection and tracking, alignment,
feature extraction, and feature matching leading to identificationö and individual chapters
outline particular solutions to one or more aspects of these. The concept of `face-space' features
prominently, and the goal of finding a low-dimensional manifold that efficiently categorises
faces is shared by those studying the human system. The fields share the same failings too.
Neither has yet satisfactorily defined the dimensions of the space öthe axes of the relevant figure
(1.3, page 4) are unlabelled!öand the shape of the manifold is little more than speculation.
However, these problems are addressed, and many potentially valuable statistical techniques
outlined, in the chapter on ``Face recognition in subspaces'' by Shakhnarovich and Moghaddam
(chapter 7).
It seems that engineers, like the psychologists, could also be accused of starting off by studying picture rather than face recognition (Bruce 1982). As with the study of the human system,
this distinction has now been addressed by investigating the effects of lighting and viewpoint
variation on recognition performance. Perception readers will recognise many of the debates
engendered: appearance or model-based? View- or object-centred? What features best provide a
stable representation of the face? Interestingly, when both pose and illumination vary, the
model-based approach of Romdhani et al in chapter 10, although itself far from perfect, `wins'
over the appearance-based approach described by Gross et al in chapter 9. In Romdhani's approach
the probe image is fitted to a 3-D morphable model to estimate the identity parameters, the pose
and illumination parameters having already been accounted for in establishing a correspondence.
The victory is perhaps tainted by the apparent necessity for manual feature-point matching with
this methodö clearly the human system is still ahead on some tasks! Using a 3-D model to
normalise input images is demonstrated to improve subsequent matching almost regardless of the
matching algorithm then used, emphasising the value of the approach independent of the specific
implementation (details of which are constantly changing). Having revealed my own prejudices,
the image-based approaches described also clearly show great promise. For example, the elegant
simplicity of the logic of quotient images for face relighting and expression mapping outlined
in Liu and Guo's chapter on face synthesis (chapter 12) has a clear appeal. The same may be
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true of the harmonic reflectance discussed in chapter 5 by Basri and Jacobs, but I fear that
here (as elsewhere) my mathematical ability is not sufficient to judge.
Chapter 3 by Cootes et al describes techniques familiar from the psychological literature for
separating the contributions of shape and surface reflectance (`appearance'). Colour as a cue
for face detection is explicitly covered in chapter 6 by Martinkauppi and Pietika«inen and the
possibilities offered by motion in chapter 8 by Chellappa and Zhou.
Chapter 13 by Gross also lists the publicly available databases used for assessing automatic
systems. Many of these will be of use as stimuli and it may be instructive to directly compare
automatic and human performance under the same conditions (though gallery sizes of 37 437
individuals may need to be reduced for experiments with undergraduates!). The chapter on applications by Huang et al (chapter 16) outlines currently available, and in some cases operational,
systems. Many of these involve a human operator and the application-minded perceptual scientist
might be stimulated to come up with ideas for how best to integrate man and machine.
One limitation of the book from the point of view of those interested in the human system
is that the systems described are, for the most part, not biologically inspired and even when
they are, for example the wavelet-based jets of von der Marlsburg and coworkers (Okada et al
1998), this is not made explicit or discussed. For man and machine to interface effectively,
equivalent metrics are needed for dimensions such as similarity. Chapter 15 by O'Toole provides
a summary of the findings of psychology and neuroscience for the engineer building a system most
of which will be familiar ground. I will admit having previously missed the thought-provoking
demonstration that images reconstructed from the second forty eigenvectors are more recognisable that those constructed from the top forty. This provides a demonstration of the subtle
differences that carry identity and the, at least at first, sometimes counterintuitive relationships
between objective measures and human performance.
The book itself provides the counterpoint to the O'Toole chapter and does what it says on
the cover in providing a valuable introduction to the state-of-the-art in the field and all for a
reasonable price. While there are some gapsöfor example gaze detection and speech reading
which are mentioned only in passingöa lot of ground is covered. A common problem in multidisciplinary endeavours is differences in vocabulary. While there is no glossary, the index provided
page references for all the terms I needed that led, if not to a definition as such, to a relevant
reference where one could be found. The copious references will also be valuable for those
wishing to pursue relevant themes or techniques in more detail. While the book is not designed
for them, readers studying human-face perception will find many ideas for constructing controlled
stimuli and metaphors for describing the human system here.
What then is the state-of-the-art? 90% verification with a 1% false-alarm rate according to
FVRT2002 as reported here (eg page 387). (It is reassuring that false alarms are considered!)
Performance falls off to 42% for left ^ right pose differences and to 60% for changes between
indoor and outdoor lightingöit would be interesting to know how humans would do under the
same conditions. It seems that the American Civil Liberties Union's nightmare of a ``widespread tool
for spying on citizens as they move about in public places'' (page 388) may still require ``many years'
effort'' (page 10).
Harold Hill
NICT Universal Media Research Center, ATR, 2-2-2 Hikaridai, Seika cho, Soraku gun, Kyoto,
619-0288, Japan; e-mail: hill@atr.jp
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